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DfE HAF Tender

“1.8. As a result of the HAF programme, we want children who attend the provision: 

1.8.1. to eat more healthily over the school holidays; 

1.8.2. to be more active during the school holidays; 

1.8.3. to take part in engaging and enriching activities which support the development 

of resilience, character and wellbeing along with their wider educational attainment; 

1.8.4. to be safe and not to be socially isolated; 

1.8.5. to have greater knowledge of health and nutrition; and 

1.8.6. to be more engaged with school and other local services. “
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“What? I’ve got to 
develop 

resilience?...”

“….and 
character?!...”

“….and 
wellbeing?!!...”

“….and wider educational 
attainment??!!...”
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HELP!



SKILLS FOR LEARNING
SKILLS FOR EMPLOYMENT

SKILLS FOR LIFE

CORE STRENGTH



But first… a game!

You have 60 seconds…

1. If you are at home, go to the kitchen and find 
two different foods with nutrition panels on 
the side      or

2. Find an interesting object ready to share with 
everyone



KNOWLEDGE
SUBJECT-SPECIFIC 
SKILLS
AGE-RELATED 
EXPECTATIONS
PREP FOR EXAMS

What schools are good at



KNOWLEDGE
SUBJECT-SPECIFIC 
SKILLS
AGE-RELATED 
EXPECTATIONS
PREP FOR EXAMS

Barriers to learning

Lack of confidence, self-esteem and 
self-efficacy
Impact of poverty, neglect and abuse 
(Adverse Childhood Experiences)
Unidentified SLCN* Issues

Not fully understanding 
or appreciating the 
mental resources they 
have and can develop

* Speech Language and Communication Needs



KNOWLEDGE
SUBJECT-SPECIFIC 
SKILLS
AGE-RELATED 
EXPECTATIONS
PREP FOR EXAMS

What can HAF do?

Build confidence, self-esteem and 
self-efficacy through activity and 
participation
Give youth workers, families and 
children a simple shared 
understanding of thinking skills



What can HAF do?

This is what we mean by “achieving 
readiness for learning”!



Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?

SCHOOL

HOME CLUBS and

Youth Services

Core Strength is a common, easy-to-understand language of learning that can 
be used and applied in the home, in schools and in youth service provision

It’s simple!



Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?

The Core Strength framework can link together every learning experience 
within and beyond the classroom…



Core Strength is progressive, supporting the growth and application of 
thinking and learning skills from Early Years to Post-16 and beyond

Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?



Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?

Core Strength rewards small steps in learning and perseverance…



It can be blended easily and seamlessly into any existing or planned 
provision…

Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?



Why is the Core Strength framework 
so powerful?

And any celebration of success “passports” into existing school “thinking skills” 
frameworks and records of achievement

https://res.afa3as.org.uk/CoreStrength/ResourceHub/CORE_STRENGTH_CERTIFICATE.docx


How does Core Strength work?

EN ENGLISH
(Functional Literacy)

MA MATHEMATICS
(Functional Numeracy)

DIGITAL LITERACY
(Applying Digital 
Technologies)

SM SELF MANAGEMENT

RM MANAGING RELATIONSHIPS

CM CREATIVITY MANAGEMENT

IM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

The importance of English and Maths cannot be 
ignored. Being literate and numerate should be 
perceived as basic human rights, and a gateway to 
future employment and well-being. But too many 
children see English and Maths as “something they 
do at school”. English and Maths need to be brought 
alive outside the classroom

Some may call it IT, others call it Computer 
Science. Whatever the label, digital literacy is 
a critical 21st Century employment imperative. 
It is essential for living in the 21c too!

This has been certainly the case during the 
pandemic.

A positive attitude and self management skills are cited 
as vital in every CBI survey. Young people need to be 
rewarded for developing a positive approach, as they take 
more responsibility for their own learning and career 
management.

Managing Relationships The 21st Century 
workplace makes demands beyond 
“communication” skills, with complex one-
to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many 
networks, sometimes across time zones 
and across countries. Good leadership and 
good followership are interchangeable

Creativity is emerging as the vital ingredient of business and 
life success, again building on “problem solving” to encompass 
and support initiative, enterprise, entrepreneurship, spotting 
and developing opportunity and the creation of new 
knowledge. This is vital from shop floor to boardroom in a 
rapidly changing workplace

The skills of managing information and information flow are defining 
the way we work, think, learn, un-learn and re-learn. Just-in-time 
learning, spotting the “signal” from the “noise”, the selection, sharing 
and creation of information… it’s not what you know, it’s what you 
can do with what you know that counts.

The Toolkit



How does Core Strength work?

EN English
(Functional Literacy)

MA Mathematics
(Functional Numeracy)
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The Toolkit



How does Core Strength work?

The Toolkit- Language adapted for primary age children

The Reading
and Writing
Speaking and 
Listening Me

Maths and 
Me

The Digital Me

The ‘Finding 
Out’ Me

The 
Creative Me

Other people 
and Me

Building the 
Best Me



How does Core Strength work?

How to bring skills alive in real authentic situations

Make Aware Help children to identify the core strength 
elements, and the tools they have at their disposal (“Catch” 
children doing something! Praise them!)

Practice Give children opportunities to practice, rehearse, 
discuss, plan and reflect on using these tools (Build life skill 
awareness into your activities)

Apply with Support Give children opportunities to apply 
the skills with support from you (This is called “scaffolding”)

Encourage Independent Use Then take the scaffolding 
away!



Core Strength in action

Example: Social distancing ball games 5 players in each team… mark out squares with ropes or cones- to start with the only rule is one 
person in each square- you have to work together to get the ball in the net.

Give each team time to plan their strategy… appoint referees… invent new rules (hands only on first whistle, feet only second whistle)… 
at least four passes before shooting… etc. etc. Everyone a ref, everyone a timekeeper/score keeper 



Example: Select a 
route for the 
walking bus so that 
all four friends get 
to school together

Core Strength in action



Core Strength in action

Developments in 2020
Core Strength Website
Activity Cards
Guide for Parents



What can Achievement for All offer 
HAF Partners?

• Free access to all Core Strength resources (guides, posters, downloadable 
and customisable record sheets, activity sheets, certificates)

• In development for summer 2021 Understanding resilience, wellbeing 
and character (free online self-study guides)

• Core Strength basic training (free online in partnership with StreetGames)
• AfA-led commissioned training (1/2 day, whole day, support to develop 

bespoke Core Strength resources and plans, evaluate activities- contact 
Achievement for All for more details)

• AfA-led commissioned training in Emotion Coaching, wellbeing, resilience 
and character- contact Achievement for All for more details

E: marius.frank@afaeducation.org

mailto:marius.frank@afaeducation.org


At Achievement for All, we passionately 
believe that:
• Ability isn’t fixed
• Intelligence isn’t fixed
• Character isn’t fixed

‘I accept the existence of heredity, but 

for me the chromosomes do not have 

the last word’.
Reuven Feuerstein 1921-2014

Last word



Free Core Strength resources
During the lockdown summer of 2020, 
Achievement for All worked in 
partnership with the community sports 
provider StreetGames to provide a 
programme of meaningful, skill-
building activity for children and young 
people in the Newcastle area who 
were in receipt of free meals during 
the school holidays.

Core Strength Landing Page ("What is Core 
Strength?")
https://res.afa3as.org.uk/CoreStrength/AFACore
Strength/index.html

E: marius.frank@afaeducation.org

https://afaeducation.org/
http://res.afa3as.org.uk/CoreStrength/AFACoreStrength/index.html
https://afaeducation.org/coaching-programmes/core-strength/core-strength/
mailto:marius.frank@afaeducation.org


END SLIDE

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FEEDBACK/NEXT STEPS SURVEY

Follow the link - http://bit.ly/hafaf21 or scan the QR Code below 

http://bit.ly/hafaf21
https://afaeducation.org/

